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ABSTRACT
"La Chute de la Maison Usher" is a film adaptation by

Jean Epstein of two stories by Edgar Allan Poe, "The Fall of the
House of Usher" and "The Oval Portrait." This film was typical of
Epstein's artistic preoccupation with the ambivalence of reality as
expressed in fantasy or surrealism, in qualities of movement, and in
the vagaries of seeing and hearing. There are three aspects of
Epstein's work on this film that merit attention: his deployment of
filmic motion and superimpositions for the purposes of both revealing
and concealing, his synesthetic "playing" with the faculties of
seeing and hearing, and his use of the elements of fantasy. With this
film, Epstein questions both the nature of reality and the nature of
fantasy. (The author's purpose is to discuss one film as an aesthetic
unity.) (RN)
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The seminal artistic preoccupation of film-maker Jean

Epstein was the ambivalence of rea/ityl as embodied in fantasy

or surrealism, in the qualities of movement, and in the

vagaries of seeing and hearing. In his LA CHUTE DE LA

MAISON USHER, Epstein explored these interests primarily

and most intensively in the two formal filmic elements of

vori-motion and superimposition but also more generally in

special scenes and devices indicative of the quirks and

limitations of visual and aural perception. The early

avant-varde LA CHUTE DE LA MAI6ON R
2
makes use of

cinema's fluidity of LIntrAy/reality in ways that go far

beyond 7lost other cinema of 1928. Tho working out of

Epstein's vision of the medium was and remains truly

"in the frcnt lines" of the creative use of film.
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Although a worl:er in other arts too, it seems that in

einesto Epstein found the best way, as he said, to transfigure

ordinary things into poetry. He was not so very interested

in developing a story in LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHER although

the film is based on the Edgar Allan Poe short stories,

The Pali of the House of Usher and The Oval Portrait." 30/**.

Instead, Epstein say ho was inspired by the Poe stories and

Wshed to render his own resulting mood through filn. The

film is thus outside the normal run of purely narrative films,

and in fact, is moss, fruitfully considered within its own

framework--a framework which its formal filmic elements seem

almost to invent for themselves. Epstein said that he wanted

"to clean the art of film from the remnnnts of all the

other arts, and, particularly, from literature and theatre."4

In LA CHUTE DE LP MAISON USHER, then, Epstein aimed for

expression of to7alitie7 and for expression through explicitly

filmic means.

In seekin; self-reflective or impressionistic ambience,

Epstein turned to fantasy. Put, as Andre Bazin and Siegfied

Kracauer have pointed out so well, the film form is so greatly

suited to the representation or reality--wherever the lens

turns, it copies the "realness" of the "things out there"

that can be seen with the eyes.5 Epstein's solutions to the

dichotomy Tetween his desire to render poetic fancy and the

medium's tendency toward "realness" are the genius of this

film. How Epstein turns this dichotomy into a symphony in
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LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHER lies in and perhaps can best be

seen as a study in the concealed and the revealed--less in the

narrative told but certainly in the use of the film medium.

It is through the touchstone of "the concealed and the

revealed" that I hill endeavor to mal-:e clear sonle aspects

of Epstein's film. In the case of the story, which is hardly

the central issue of the work, the "concealed" is more

obscure than intricate and the "revealed" is merely obvious

(that is, the narrative contains some inconsistencies that

are never explained and, as a story, the film is rather

ntive if re-told purely as a series of events) . However,

the execution of concealing and revealing that comes in the

film's deployment of filmic motion and superimpositions,

its synesthetic playing with the faculties of seeing and

hearing, and its fantasy elements is at least a part of the

artistic heart of LA CHUTE DE LA MATSON USHER. The three

aspects noted will be exa,T:ined in turn.

-Mr

There are several them -3s which reoccur very
often in Epstein's work and in his writinr.s.
To begin with, a mention should be made of his
preoccupation with moverrlent, the basic expression
of film art. Vhile the theatre is based on
the spoken word, the first principle of film
art is plastic movelent. Movelents of the
objects, movements of the camera, movement:,
of light, exar!gorated motion, slow motion:
In Epateints vork wa can see the most beautifra
examples of the rirrht use of various speeds and
rhythms of movement. The movements which reveal
the very essence of the situationn and thins.
"In the cinema," so wrote Epstein, "the movement
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is not separable from the form." In cinema, the
form creates movement and the movement creates
form. By discarding the empiricism of the
movement as a separate action, end by uniting
motion and fonl into ono, cinema, logically,
had to discard the nomal movement. In Epstein's
films the movement is regulated and conrolled
by the dramatic movements of tho theme.

In LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHER, there is indeed an emphasis on

the qualities of motion, both in the subjects photographed

end filmic motion. The filmic aspect is deployed in overall

camera movement and in changes in the running speed of the

camera. Put in other, and perhaps better, terms, the file

has scenes in which the point of viewing moves, even swings

about rapidly, and scenes of film-originated vari-motion.

There is also artistic use of movement of the people and

things recorded on film. And, in this film work, the

employment of superimposition has the effect of a close

analysis of movement as well as providing evocative creative

effects.

Of camera movement in LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHER and

Epstein's technique generally, Henri Lalglois hus said,

"Everything contributes to this masterpiece's unity: the

absolute mastery of the editing and the rhythm in which

slow motion, superimpositions, trcproline shots and a mobile

comers always meaningfully play their parts." "Ho exceeded

what everybody thought to be the reel nature of cinematic

movement...this Ph.D. of Traveling Shots...." (my italics).7

There are several scones in LA CHUTE which are indicative of
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the power of this aspect of the cinema as Epstein revealed it.

For example, two outstanding cases of camera movement (change

in the pbint of viewing) place the viewer in the position of

the camera eye. This subjective treatment is manifest in

the shots of the painting of Madeline in which our point of

viewing rapidly moves from a wide angle to a narrow field

of view, limited to the blurred taco of the pointing alone.

In another instance among many which could bo cited, the

viewer le placed in the position of vigorously moving along

near the floor behind and within a flurry of leaves as

they blow along the hall in in meison Usher. What makes

these shots especially deserving of note is not only the

historical innovation represented there (the film is dated

1928) but also the fact that, within the context of the film,

those shots servo as a shook to the viewer since he is forced

into a subjective posture, udden)1, in what is for most of

its running time', a film of objective camera point of viewing.

LA CHUTE is, after all, a tale of mystery and horror and this

filmic device amplifies that tone as it lulls us with the

objective camerae-then slams us subjectively, in the examples

noted here, either into the face of the hypnotically dreadful

(At the cloeest rositien to the painting, we see what looks

to be a death's heed.) or into the middle of tho mysterious

rush of the leaves and the wind (evocative of the ethereal).

In these two cases as well as others, the inner truth of the

evonts is displayed while the progress of the narrative
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is halted and momentarily obscured. That is, as viewers

we seem to be inaidu the frame, at these.moments, experiencing

what wo mignt feel if these fantastic occasions became

actuality.

There is another quite arresting teens of camera motion

that obsouret a one of place so effectively that all

swereneee of a story in the tolling is lost while the image

is completoly ind0g,ed. The scene in question is a trucking

shot which followe Usher close up on his face as he swirls

and rushee aimlessly about with the body of hie dead

Madeline in his sine. Here, the spiraling, camera movement

(which seems to track backward in front of Usher as he comes

toward tlie camera) cembined with the wildly distraught look

of Usher, expresses vividly the sense of exaltation and

disbelieving fear which so characterizes the film's view

of death.

Even greeter innovative filmic technique is found in

Epstein's use of varied, especially slow, motion. Using a

Debrie high speed camera8 Epstein and his brilliant crew

(which included Bunuel) regulated the camera running speed

slightly in mcny of the scenes of LA CHUTE and greatly in

several. 9 Tnese experiments, as the film -maker seemed to think

of them, to full fruition, Epstein said, in his variable-

speed sound end vari-motion film, LE TEMPESTAIRE (1947).

However, there is more than enough apt use of slow motion in

LA CHUTE D LA MAISO USHER to rocoweend it as a minor
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masterpiece. Marie Epstein says of the tone of LA CHUTE,

"In order to express this mystery and this charm, Jenn

Epatoin used all his masterful technique, and it is the

first time that ho gave such dramatic importance to slow

motion, which he was later to use regularly in order to lose

no part of the most fleeting aspects of life."1° Again we see

Epstoin's preoccupation with catching the elusive ambivalent

reality of life.

Tic) use of vari-motion is one of the major moans Epstein

employed to overcome the dichotomy between the usual "realness"

of the film'medium and his wish to render molded, poetic

images. Slow motion, for example, takes us out of "the real"

quite effectively without otherwise distorting the visual

lifelikeness of the photographed object or person. The result

is po:,ential for poetic (that is, wrought) expression without

interruption of the continuity of ,visual versimilitudo.

Even in the superimposition scenes examined in detail below,

the objects photographed keep their scale and appearance--no

distorting lenses nor light flashes nor evocative, "metaphoric"

cut-sways are used in these scenes.

Too, the slow motion in LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHER is

a central aspect of the "revealing" activity of Epstoin's

use of the filmic. The "revealing" occurs in the slowing

down and studying of motion. Epstein says:

...it seems to me that it would be impossible
for me to shoot a film without having a high
speed camera at my dieposal. There are an
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infinite number of movements, of expressions,
as much among my human actors as among the
things that act in my films and in all the
details of every landscape that the normal
camera is mechanically incapable of comprehending,
of seizing, of reproducing. It's not a question
in the use I make of this slow-motion, of
simply or bizarrely decomposing a few subtle
plastic aspects of the mobile world. Slow-
motion actually brings a new range to dramaturgy.
Its power of laying bare the emotions, of
dramatic enlargements, its infallibility in
the designation of the sincere movements of
the soul, are such that it obviously outclasses
all the known tragic modes at this time.11

And being more specific, ho observes:

I know of nothing so absolutely moving as a face,
delivering itself of an expression, in slow motion.
First, an entire preparation, a slow fever, of
which it's herd to say if it should bo compared
to the incubation of a disease, a progressive
maturity, or, more grossly, to a pregnancy.
Finally, all this effort overflows, breaks the
rigidity of a muscle. A contagion of movements
animates the face. The wing of the eyelid and
tuft of the chin pulse together. And whom
the lips finally separate to indicate the cry,
we have already witnessed its long and magnificent
dawn. This power of separation which belongs
to the mechanical and optical super -eye makes
the relativity of time clearly manifest. It's
true then that seconds last for hours! The
drama is situated outside of ordinary time.
A now, purely psychological perspective is obtained.12

Now. that the issues of Epstein's vari-motion have been raised,

let us consider several scenes in LA CHUTE to observe his

practice. The question of the addition of superimposition to

varied motion must be delayed for a moment until we soe the

one technique operating independently.

In four typical scenes, objects are shown blowing and

falling in slow motion. Epstein believed, he said, that
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"objects have attitudes," and Jonas Makes observes of

LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHEli that "objects serve the same

purposes as ectors...."13 Those are eitr3kingly accurate remarks

especially when considering the floating veil and blowing

curtains that undulate in slow motion. The curtains (in a kind

of hall) nra shovel repeetedly through the film to evoke a tone

of mystery in the inexpliceble powern that circ late through

tho maison and Usher himself. The effect is compsrable to the

use of the naked troes lining darkened landscapes in other

parts of the work. But the key here is the fact that we have

time, in the slowed motion, to fool the eerie effects of the

large billows of the oven while our minds tell us that

the blowing, in reality, would be very fast. This combination

of what we know about conditions in actuality end tho

"playing ecninst the grain" of this knowledge with slow motion

creates the ambience reflective of that typical in a Poe

tole. Similarly, when Madeline's white veil -like shroud

floats on the wind in exaggerated slowness, this tone and

enigma of life ebecoming-deoth is especie lly made evident.

The slowed felling of books and, later, a mounted suit of

armour take on the same effect, with the added fillip of

heavy objects seeming to resist, again mystercuely, the

force of grevity.

Exploration of the qualities of motionvia camera

movement and slow motion - -is joined in LA CHUTE DE LA MATSON

USHER to uee of supeeimposition. The reselt is an amplification of
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the sense of movement implidit in the film. The central

scenes of the work, wherein Madeline's psychic and physical

energy is finally drained completely, are n compendium of

these, Epstein's best techniques.

The sequence expressive of Madeline's dosintegration

and depth begins with her posing for Usher as he paints.

In a medium shot in front of some curtains Nedeline stands

swaying slowly as if nearly fainting from exertion. Then

a second image of her is added, slightly out of register with

the first, but not a duplicate. Aftor a cut-sway shot to Usher

pointing madly, Madeline is seen again in superimposition,

now in three ii'sges. Then, following the next brief cut-away

to Usher, she is again displayed in triple superimposition--
rS

each imago is of equol clarity, nono4a duplicate of the other,

and each sways among the others so that they are all only

parti R117 overlapping at any one moment. The images do not

move at normal speed all the time: each independently seems

to slow and speed slightly in a random pattern. Thus this

stcrtling effect combines vari-motion and superimposition.

However, after another cut-away, the fourth of those shots

appears, again with three images, but only for a few moments.

In this fourth segment, a fourth superimposed image is used,

but this latter overlay is in negative (i.e., perhaps negative

printing rather than normal blacks and whites), is larger

than the others, and seems to loom rather than move. This

negative imago is of Madeline's hood as it might look in a
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death mask. Then, after another cut-sway to Usher at work,

only two superimposed figures are visible--the negative one

and one of the swaying regular imeges. Tho implication is,

perhaps, thnt the death figure is dominating the living one,

especially since the last shot of this part of the sequenee

is of Madeline's head seen alone and looking like dead, worn

stone. The shot is seven frames in length and has the

piercing power of the shout:Hg mouth shot in Eisenstein's

STRIKE. The death's head shot is followed by Usherts wild,

maddened face in an ecstasy of creation.14

After an interlude in which she somewhat recovers from her

near-faint, Madeline returns to her position as model. She

sinks down in a real faint soon after and again slow motion

and superimpostion are used with the addition of some

replaying of portions of her movements. That is, through a

series of shots intercut with brief views of Usher at work

or glowing candles, the Madeline figure falls in slow motion,

and as she falls, a second image of her follows her like a

ghost. The fall is not continuous, however, since later

shots covering the arc of her fall repeat, sometimes from

different camera angles, portions of the arc of her fall.

Epstein's n-lysis of movement is thus completely revealed:

the motion is slowed, repeated visually with a second (or

more) image, and replayed- -all to the end of seeing more fully,

In the latter part of the film, more blow motion and

superimpositions are used. Most notable are tho scones in
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which Madeline's body is carried to the tomb and, in remarkable

use of the medium, multiple exposure shots,convey the nailing

on of the coffin lid. These scene's are as powerful for the same

reasons as those in which Madeline collapses.

There is more motion analysis, in a minor way, with

movement of the characters in ordinary speed, such as an

extreme close -up of the cloaked back of the cart driver, 2

but nothing to equal the sequences described above. The

comers movement is wide all the more powerful, in these best

scenes, for its sudden bursts of motion. The use of slow motion

distends time, increasing suspense, and allows for both more

full awareness of movement as movement and also, through

greater flexability of the medium, opens possibilities of

a further range of film poetry. The use of superimpositions

and subject motion also compound Epsteinfu artistic flexobility

for expression of subtle moods and tonalities. As Epstein

lsoya, "abet surrealistic state which tends toward the dm:natio...

by careful use of slow motion, can 'and should be used...notably

in poetic films or in films of fantasy.... 16

el

Epstoints play in LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USHER with the

faculties of seeing and hearing is essentially a performance

in the revealed and the obscured. This is one of the few

silent films that shows awareness of and makes creative use

of its own silent nature. Too, the film shows more than
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a superficial control of the mediumls possibilities for both

confusing and pointing up our visual ettention. The ambivalence

of actuel:Ay and fantasy comes to the fore, as will be seen,

through 7:;psteints synesthettc handling of, visual and

potentl.elly aural events.

Tb etrsngeness of discussing sound in a silent film 17 is

quickly evercuAe yhen we thet LA CHUTiT: is in part a

dalliance with the silent-nese of the medium. For a man

who wishod not only to see but to hear the greoe grow,18 more

ordinsry silent film would be too smell a canvass. Epstein

obscures sound, frustrates our sense of hearing, merely by

presenting a silent film in itself. But more than that, he

tekes a simple device, the old man's ear trumpet (carried by

the character played by Charles Lamy), and builds a continuing

filmic metaphor from it4 The old men is as deaf in the

film as we are watching it which means we must got all of

our sound clues from our vision--quite a synosthetic

experience in itself--and his ear trumpet directs our eyes

toward the causitivo eleeiente of what, if there wore a sound

track, would ordinarily be audible. That is, the creation

of a central character in a silent film who is mostly deaf

places the audience both expressively :Inri actually in the

position of the character. We are deef right along with the

old man. when he struggles to hear,

we struggle to hear, but not Only is there nothing to be

heard ectmlly (no sound track), frequently within the



context of the story, there is doubt as to the existence

of sounds. The old man thinks ho hears 0 noise in Usher's

house, then shakes his head in rojecUon of the idea. However,

in one scene at lecet, just 116 he is rejecting the idea of

there beine any sound, we see evidences of a roaring gale

slicing through the hall. (Incidentielly, this scene is

typical of the source of the humor that Is in LA CHUTE.)

Too, his very rejection causes us all the more to concentrete

on that wind, or falling armour, or whatever "soundful"

silent effect is at hand. At times, the characters can not

hear what wo see to be making sounds. Conversely, on occasion

the characters, Usher especially, seem to hear what we never

know about. There is a kind of real and reverse dramatic

irony in the "hoard" and tho unheard in this film.

Along with the ear trumpet pointing the way toward sound

makers, LA CHUTE DE LA MAISON USITT:11 contains excellent use of

the visual to re Veal the idea of sounds being made. The

nailing shut of the coffin and the Palling books are minor

examples, but best is the striking the old, unused clock.

The clock bell is dome shaped and covered with grainy dust.

In extreme close-up, we see tIle striker pull back and hit

the bell. A film-maker lacking Epstein's inventiveness

may have lot the effect go at that, but Epstein goes on to

show the grains of dust falling off the bell, coursing

outward and down almost like sound vibrations. This is a genius's

complete relevation of the syncethetic--"visibie sound."
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There is in this work an execution of obscured and

revealed sight as well as sound. For example, at one point

the old man puts down his ear trumpet and takes up his largo

magnifying reading glass--he changes senses like changing

clothes: That magnifying glass is used somewhat like the

ear trtmet in that it highlights and directs attention

within the film frate. Much like the very early film,

GRANDPA'S LEADING GLASS, the camera moveu in on and follows

the magnifying glass over a written message, directing

concentration like a frame within the film frame.

Further, the use of the close-up itself is judicious and

skillful in LA CHUTE. The device has, Epstein says, "that

secret freedom, that mysterious consciousness, that true

enigma which resides in a mere close-up."19 The close-ups

in this film reveal, for example, the wind in near shots of

blowing leaves, and the fantastic in close-ups of the frogs

and the guitar strings breaking with no visible cause.

However, .the close-up can also conceal, in its narrow selection

of a field of viewing. The viewer is mislead more than once

by extreme close-ups of what appears to be only a mass. of

texture but, upon cuts to wider angle shots, the true nature

becomes clear. For example, early in the film the startling

close-up of moving texture is seen later to be the back of a

cart driver's cloak as he hurries away from the house of Usher.

The same kind of obscurirn,, and revealing is performed in shots

of vines on a wall, but the extreme close-up of Usher's
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painter's palette, which he later indicates contains some

marvelous pattern or even a face, hos no discernable meaning

to viewers. Too, close-up framing creates suspense as in the

shots of the pointing hung in tho hall, labeled "Lady

Madelino." We are never allowed to &ae enough to solve that

enigma,

Thus, in obscuring and revealin, Epstoin deploys the

filmic rxcilw7.4 to his advt:htse and does, as 7 o wished, things

impossible in any other medium. Tho use of visuals to

express sound is on interesting kind of synestAesia. The

film monil)uTates its audience's seeing and hoaring in such

a way that the ambiguity of actuality is proclaimed along

with the floxable powcr of the cinea.

The olomonts of fantasy, boyolr,1 the technical filmic

innovations, aro quite important in this film which strikes

against the traditional modes of narrative cinema. Epstein's

fascination with the fantasy within reality is evident. In

the "Reality of Fairyland" chapter of his E3rit du Cinema,

Epstein says:

Cinematorraphic sight allows us to note
unsuspected depths of fairylancl in nature
which, by dint of alwr:yn lookint; at it in the
sole rlannor, ve have finally o;:hausted, by
expicining it entirely, by even coasin;_; to
see it. 1.v withdrawin us fro:1 the routine
of our sight, the fill teaches us crew to
be af;tonished in the presence of z reality
which, porhrpo, in still entirel7 uncorlpl'ohended,

Pnand of which perhaps no eleil;ent is incorlprohensible.--
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The fantasy of LA CHUTE DE LA MATSON USHER contains statements

about the power of art and artistic creation, as well as

elements of the supernatural arising from the mise en scene

end the mystification of death.

There is now, of course, a tradition of films treating

the artist and artistic creation of which Cocteaula THE BLOOD

OF A POET and Bergants MAGICIAN are a part. The central issue

of the thee of LA CHUTE DE LA MATSON- USHER is the power of

art and its relation to life and death. Usher is a painter

driven to create a "likeness" of his Vadeline so true-to-lifo

that the life in her seems to be flowing into the painting.

Her final collapse coincides with the completion of the work

of art, and when it burns later, she returns to vitality.

Thus, art which exalts can also destroy. However, as

Epetein says, "these dead people are only slightly dead."21

So too, there is a mystification of death in LA CHUTE.

The elements of fantasy and death, the flowing white shroud,

the casket providing its own locomotion, the eerie tomb, the

mists, the double exposures of burning candles over desolate

landscapes and the two coupled frogs, are present in abundance.

Cinematic treatment is essential in most of these scenes

whether, for example, it is stop-motion animation of the moving

casket or the double exposures. And, those scenes have an

ambience of tender dreadreflective of Epstein's belief that

Poets stories are not macabre but rather say that "death itself

is a sort of charm." "The mystery is whore this equilibrium is

cleated which presents a soul now in life, now in death."22
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Epstein's miss en scene is also reflective of ambivalent

fantasy-reality. Many of the settings, including all of the

exteriors, come through the film medium with groat realism,

Stylization occurs inside the main room of the house and at

the end of the film when the house burns. There is somewhat

of a jarring note struck when there are cuts from the

realistic to the stylized, but the context of the film and

especially the slow motion and superimpositions mooth the

way for the mixed miso en sone,

The mise en sene of LA CHUM also is realized by a series

(five or six) of similar shots of bleak landscapes and especially

of bare tree limbs crossing the screen in the foreground.

These shots of bleakness are used as a kind of "visual

metaphor" (or in the terms of Christian Metz, "non-diagetic

shot interpolation"23) that comments upon the narrative without

being explicitly a part of the narrative at the moment. Such

shots ore, for example, interspersed with those of Usher

singing and are expressive of the nature of the song, perhaps,

or of the mood of the scene.

Extensive demonology is also a part of the mise en se4ne

as might be expected in a film inspired by Poe stories.

Without going into too extensive analysis, we can observe the

demonological 0.ements of the crossing of water; the fire

of the fireplace, the candles, and the final destruction;

the candles themselves; the bell; the large book; and

the blac:c doz, on a brtdc,e.
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The aspects of fantasy are also developed through the

use of filmic motion and superimposition as has already been

described. However, the operation or the whole delicate

balance that Epstein strikes between fantasy and reality is

made possible finally, only throUgh the elements of the

mice en scene,

a*

LA CHUTE DE LA MAI$ON USHER, then, is an embodiment of

Jean Epstein's creative preoccupations. The film is a probe

into the nature of reality (which is ghat fantasy is, to0)24

through fantastic elements basic to the filmic medium. LA

CHUTE costs doubt on the reliability of the senses as they

ordinnrly operate in the world of accustomed reality by

deploying filmic motion and superimposition in the ways we

have just discussed. Too, the questioning of the senses of

seeing and hearing come in for special challenge in the

synesthesin and playful obscuring and revealing of "sounds"

and sights in the film. Jean Epstein's inspiration from
filmic

Poo and self- reflective /rendering of th,. s tonalities of his

inspiration in LA CHUTE do "transfigure ordinary things into

poetry."



NOTES

1 Soo especially "Reality on Fairyland" chapter of Eeprit du
Cirina (1955) and selections of ia Cinema du Di KbIO-71W7).

2 The print of LA CHUTE D7, LA MAISON USHER (1923) used in this
study is a circulating print from the Museum of Modern Art
in New York. I found no extant textual criticism of this
print nor of the work as it came from flpsteinis hand. Short
of a trip to La Cinematheque Fri ncaise in Paris (where it
is likely thst earlier generations of prints may be available),
and perhaps not even there, it has been impossible for me to
dotoneine the extent of the textual valtdtty of the print

studied. Ai; least one bit of internal evidence, changoo
in the style of word lettering on the int,er-title cards,
suggests at least some re-working of the film text. Howover,
the nUSOU1 print is in good condition, physically, and,
because of the Museum's reputation for reliability, this
print as jtu3eed rolieble enough for the purposes of this
study. The L% CHUT.' D LA MAT:01 USH1n print wns viewed
cc..pl.otoly by projector three tires and by Steenbeck viever
four times. Any footee notations are from the S;;eenbeek
machine. Hcelover, the machine T used uns not fitted for
Hsi lent speed" nor variable speed film advance, and motion
enelysis is ec lensurntely less accurate. Also thanks should
go to the Anthology 1'1111 Archives, repository of the best
collection on Fpstein I found.
Film Credits: "A film by Jean Epstein;" Assistant: Luis
Dunuel; camera: Goorge Lucas; Sets: P. Kiefer; costumes:
Uclice; "interpreted by M. Canoe and Jean Decourt;" Cast:
Usher- J. Debueourt, Eudeline- M. Abel-Genet), Old man-
Chas. Lamy. (Credits taken partially from the screen.)

3 Epstein has said, "1 have crystallized n number of scenic
elements fro-1 Poets work, and tepecially from The Oval
Porteeit, le-renters,. Liret , Morella, Si lEnce Eitid'io Man
of M.: 3 CrCr.:: " 0 t6V lrA U61VJ-r;satiE Jean-1.5storn."

lift-70:)?.c., (May 11, 1923) , translated by R. Lamberton
Find reprintee in the Anthology Film Archives screening notes
of October 1971, p. 5, for the Epstein retrospective screenilvs.

4 Epstein, Jean. As quoted in translation in Gideon Bar ensnn, ed.
The_ lqret Ce:.:nrehennive Presentation of the Work ol Jean
lerteAri."fn :;tvrtTes.., dime for rum Study,

ieries heavily on material translated
froM the French in Cineelaeos, # 2 (1955-56) .

5 Siegfried Krecauer, Theolty of Film_ (N.Y.: Oxford Univ. Press, 1960)
and Andre) Lezin, ..t.1"-ta is Cinc,n? Vols.1 and II. trans. by
Hugh Gray. (Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Press, 1967 & 1972 ) .

I refer to their critical stands more to illuminate my point
about Epstein than to try to defend Krocauer or Eezin. (I use
the tord "veulity" here to refer to photeeraphed situations thst
look more like the world we see with our eees than do the
occasions in tha film_ of superimposi tion and vari-motion;
see especially fcotnote 24 on thie l'oint of "reality. ")



NOTES, G0'.1TIli);;

6
Jonas Mehes in 1-schmann, pp. 10-11.

7 Henri I.r.nglois, "The Creilive of Joan F,psein," Cinemag,es,
# 2 (1955) t translatd by D. in tho proc!ram notes
of the retrospective sreninr- :I" the Anthology 141m Archives,
(Oct. 1971), pp. 10 ann 12.

8
Pierre France, "Jean Epstf,inis Ed,.: Allan Poe," Photo-Sine.,

(April ?.928) as tranald by Lmberton in tie program
notes of the Anthology rilm Arc.h.LveLt, p. 5.

9 3:t-id , p. 5.

10
r,frie Epstein, "The Life (r the Cinerisg,ee, # 2

(1955) act trPnrIated by 1. Urcir the ppogrem notes of
Antholegy p. 2.

11jean Epstein, as quote( i'1oto-Clie by Pierre France and
reprinted in trEnslatIwt 1-aaorton in the program
notes of the AntheloP1 Archives, p. 5.

1 ?Joan Epstein, "TT1 Fot)..1 'o!, Slow otion,
(May 11, 192E) rand reprinted in translaII671berton
in the program notes of the Anthology Film Archives, p. 5.

13: :e at in Eacmann4 p. 11.

11-
.This sequence taLec place nt roughly the 500-550 footage points

in the film.

'Early in the first 300 feet of the film.

)4Joan Epstein, "Supernatural Reality," from his book Le Cinema
du Diablo (1% ?) as it appears in Bachmann, P. 41.

17
I am unable to establish any use of live musical performances

with the showing, of this film and thus am dealing with it
as a purely silent-film.

18
Jean Epstein, "Sound in Slow Motion," as it appeared in

Bachmcn.n, P. 45.

19Jean Epstein, "Reality of Fciryland," in Esprit du Cinema,
in(Paris: Jeheber, 1955) as it appeared Tc7choTana7i).. 44.

20Ibid.

21jcan 'Epstein, "Sole Notes on 2dr7ar Allan Poe and Impgee Endowed
with Life,' PhoteCin-0, (April 19281 as translated by R.
Lanberton-lin TV715Tan notes of the Anthology Film Ar0i70$$
p. 4.



NOTES, CONTINUED
22
Ibid.

23Christinn Metz, "Entretien sur la s4mio1ogie du einka,"
semiot

ieo, IV, # 1 (1971)....10

24 That is, fantasy, as a strateqy in art, is a probe into thenature of reality. Fantasy and reality are two sides of
one conceptual coin; the mind can differentiate the two
only on the bests of context. Thus in EpsteinIs film,
the presence of what I describe as reality serves as a
counterpoint to the sequences of fantasy. In rbalizing
these qualities in his film, Epstein conveys the idea of
the relative intensities of life - --life is more intense
in his-Scenes of fantasy.

Al) this is not to say that f;creen reality is reslity
in the usual sense of that %- ord. As Paul Ilie observes,
Epstein. also considered screen reality to be a second
reality di-stinct fro-1 the everyday world..." ("Surrclisr4
and Cinema." 7;lacritics, II, 4 (winter 1972), 5()).
A part of my view or this to!cle can we s,?eh in "11.it
Is a iocir Ficrs :,2.,::).cttr,r, VI, if 6(itpria 1973), n-27.
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"Salle et Filns d'Avant-Garde." Cinp-Comoedia, (January 31,
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"Some Conditions of Photogeny." Scenario, II, # 1 (January, 1961).
(From East Rockaway, N.Y., 11-.6.E7T--(Evprinted front Cinca-Give
Pp1.11, Tour, (1924), translated by Jacques Benbassat.)

"Sound in Slow Motion." Pirvtarros, # 2 (1955-56), 44-45.
(Translated by Bentrfce jraude.)

Other 1:;.'itings Listed by Periodical and Date::

L'AGE ':OUVEAU: "Les Faux Dieux" (191t8), "Naissance ()tun Stylo"
(1948), "Dolire d'uno Eschino (1949).

BTA/TCO E NERO (Role): "Finalite du Cinema"(1949).

"Ic Cint-a MystiTio" (1921), "Le Sons i Bis" (1921),
"I. our do Chariot" (1921), "Dou7las Inirbrinks" (1921), "Sonsue
floyakawa" (1922), "Realisation de Details" (1922).

"Loci Itaves du Ciel" (1928), "Londrcs Perla:It" (1929),
"LII)c" (3930), "Lo Cine,-,atohe Continuo" (1930), "Bilcn
do Fin do Must" (1931).

CINEA-CINE POUR TOUS: "L1E)ement Photogeniquo" (1924), "Do
.uolquos Conditions do Photcc:,nio" (1924), "Pour tole Avant-
Garde Nouve1le"(1925), "LtObectif Lui-l:ome" (1926).

Cr:.-CLUB: "Le Grand Oeuvre do LtAvant-Garde" (1949).

CINEGF:\PHIE: "Six of demi once --extrait do d4coupage" (1927),
"Imps et Personnages du Drame" (1927).

COMO7DIA: "La Pouo d'Abol Genoa" (1922), "10 Cinematographe vu
do 1'Etna" (1925), "L'Opera de 110011"(1926), "Amour do
Chariot" (1926), "Hn-,mar;e a Canudo" (1927), "Art dtEvenomont"
(1927), "Salles et Films dtAvant-Garde" (1928).

E: "Photow)enie de ltImponderable" (1934), "La Naissance
d'un Mytho" (1936).

LE CRAFOUILLOT: "Eloquonco dtYeux"(1922).

LA CRITIQUE CINEMATOGRAPHIQUE: "Quelquos notes sur Edrtar Poo of
los ',naps douses de Vie" (1928), "Psychanalyse et Cinema"
(1928).
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L'ECRAN FRANCAIS: "Le Plus Grand Comilun itogago" (1946).

LE fi FEUILLES LIBRES: "Fernand )4: or"

LE FIC:RO: "Vooux Cincniatographire,.s" Pu-Nier 1951).

LE FIGARO LIT12RAIRE: "Do la Don( Tec1.11(wo ou un Art plus Ru:ncin?"
(:L 7), °Pourquoi nos si vita ?" (1949).

FORCES FRANCAIS13S: "05nciaa Pur?" (1946).

INTERCINE: "LtIntolliocuoe diuno 3: echo" (1935).

LIVL,; DIOR LU CINEMA i n' Rt:Icnti du Son" (1947-48).

LUMILn: "La Hours d'Abo) GmIce" (1922) .

LE MAGAIN DU SPECTACLE: "Lo Cinca du Diable" (1946).

MERCUY" DT "Finallto du Cinc,.r.s" (1()49), "ftspidito Pt
Pc',-7uo do 1,Ho no Sp( ctutour Lxprossion dtExistence
(150).

IT30-0ART: "Avant-Garde TccLAiquo" (1948) .

NEUE ZURCHER ZETTUNG: "Nnturfile (1933).

OPERA: "Docouvorte du Cinw.a" (1947).

PHOTO-C"Tfl: "Los flrands Docteurs" (1927), "Abol Ganco" (1927) ,
Vio Chnnc, 11c sur roty,nblrnces" (1923) , "Des Mondes

tolbant dans un Espncc do Lumioro" (1928), "Quolquos Notes
sur Edgar Po:, et los Irares douoos do Vie" (1928), "Les
Approches do la Verito" (1928).

LA PORTE 6UVERTE: "Le Cinema et Les Au-dela do Descartes" (1946)0

FOUR VOUS: "Intcrvieu sur lo Film Parlant et l'Adaptation
Cinemstosrsrhique (1929).

PSYCIE1: "Ciao-AnOyse ou cosie on Quantito Industrielle(1949).

RFICESFIUTBLATT (Eorlin) : "Film und Nino" (1926).

LE REVUE MONDIAL::: "Chronique Cine:latographique (1922), "Le
Decor au Ginona" (1923).

LE ROUGE ET LE NOIR: "Opinions sur to Cinematocrsphe (1928).
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SPECTATFUR: "Avant-Garde pas Morton (1946), "Chariot Debiteur"
(1946), "Perseides" (1946), "La Feerie Roane" (1947).

LA TECHNIQUE CIVETATOGRAPHIQUE: "Culture Cinematomlphiquo "
(1946), "Cinema pur et DFilm Sonora" (1946), "mmaturcie
do l'Espbce" (1946), "Voir at Lntondro rouser" 0946),
"Drnmaturgio dans lo Temps" (1946), "N(1128(1:106 d:uno
Academie" (1946), "Lo Logique dos imager," (1947), "DeuN
Grand° mattres A filmer" (1947), "Vertu et Denr,l, du 1.1-1"
(1947), "Le Sons du cinema" (1947), "Du Sujot et do son
Trnitement" (1947), "DoeouparcConstruction
(19h7), "DecoupapcConstructIon Bona :: 11 (1947), "Lo
Yrofesseur Jo)iot--Cori' of lo cinema" (1947), "Dc:ocpt
Oom;truott Ideolotque" (1947), "ilunr,nite du
(1947), "Lo Cinema nu peril do l'histoixT" (19/03),

LES TMPS MODEIMS: "Lo Monde Fluid° do 11corm" (1949),
"Chroniquo" (1949), "Le Film et le monde" (1951).

VU: "Miser° d'Hoedick" (1932).

ZENITH (lievue Internationale Moscou) : "Cincs" (1921), "Amour
do Sossue" (19a2), "Lo Bel Agonisant" (1922).

Unpublished manuscript:

Alcool of Cinema



FILMOGRAPHY -- Films directed by Jean Epstein

PASTEUR (1922); biography of the scientist.

LES VENDAGES (1922) (THE WINE HARVEST); DocumentRry of the
Narbonne region in Franco.

L'AUBERGE ROUGE (1923) (THE RED INN); fiction, after story by Balzno.

COUR FIDELE (1923) [THE FAITHFUL HEART); fiction.

LA MONTAGNE INFIDEIE (1923) [THE FAITHLESS MOUTAIN]; documentary
of the eruption of Mount Aetna on Juno, 1923,

LA MLLE NIVLINAISE (1923) [TEF: I?EAUTY rL()11 NIVERNAIS); after
story by Alphonse Daudet.

-- LA GOUTTE DE SANG (1924) (A DROP OF BLOOD); Epstein left
the direction of this film early in the production,

LE LION DES MOGULS (1924) (THE LION OF THE MOGULS); drama,

LIAFFICHE (1924) [THE POST H]; dromn, scenario by Marie Epstein.

ez PKOTOGENIES (1925) [PHOTOGENY); compilation film, now destroyed.

LE DOUE1;.:; AMOUR (1925) [DOJBLE LOVE]; drama, scenario by Mario Epotei.5

LES AVENTURES DE ROBERT MACAIRE (1925); drama in five episodes.

MAUPRAT (1926); drama, after the novel by George Sand,

AU PAYS DE GEORGE SAND (1926) [IN THE COUNTRY OF GEORGE SAND);
documentary centering on the castle of Nohan.

SIX ET D=-ONZE (UN KODAK) (192627) [SIX AND A HALF BY ELEVEN:
A KODAK); drama, scenario by Marie Epstein.

LA GLACE A TROIS FACES (1927) [THREE-SIDED MIRROR); drama, after
story by Paul Morand.

LA CHUTE DE LA ;RAISON USHER (1928) (THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF
USHER); drama, after stories by Edgar Allan Poe,

FINIS TERRAE (1928-29) [END OF THE EARTH]; drama with non-actors
and extensive location shooting.

SA TETE (1929) [HIS HEAD); drama.

MORIVRAN (1930) (THE SEA OF RAVENS); drama with non-actors tnd
extensive location shooting. .

LA PAS DE IA MULE (1930) (THE MULEtS PACE); documentary.

NOTRE DAME DE PARIS (1931) ; documontary.



Epstein Filmography, continued, Page 2

LA CilASON 1D/Ct3 PEUPL1E1tS (1931) [THE SO}O OF Tat POPLARS]; poetic.

LE en (1931) [THE HORN); poetic.

L' CI: (1932) (GOLD FROM THE SEA); drama with nonactors
and extensive location shooting.

LES TIr.1:}7,AUX (1932) [THE CliADLES); poetic.

LA MIANELLT DHS RUBANS (1932) (THE VILLANELLE OF RIBBONS); poetic.

TY1; Van CMAI:In (1932) (TDE OLD SCOWD poetic.

A munro (1932) (TEE MAU WITH THE fHISPANOI CAR); drama,
after the novel by Pierre Frcndaie,

LA CETSLAINE DU LIBAN (1933) [THE LADY OF THE LEBANESE MANOR);
drama, after the novel by Pierre Benoite

cHA1's(2IT DIAP1:02 (1934) (sorc, OF AMORICA); drama.

LA VIE D'UN GRArA) JOUIWAL (1934) (TEE LIFE OF A GREAT NEWSPAPER);
docuentary.

MARIUS LT OLIVE A PM'IS (1935) mAnrus IU FAnIS]; drn=,
Epstein withdraw hie nalie from the title credits.

OOEUR DE OUEUX (1936) [HEART OF THE HOBOES]; dram, alno appeared
in Italian version: COUR 1I MAEONDO.

L A B RETAGNE (1936) (BRITTANY); doeuy.entary.

LA BOURGOGNE (1936) (BURGUNDY]; documentary.

VIVE LA VIE (1937) (LONG LIVE LIFE); drama, with extensive
location shooting.

LA FEMME DU BOUT DU 1,:OYDE.(1937) (TH= WOMAN FROM THE END OF
THE WORLD); drama, after the novel by Alain Serdaci

LES BATISSEURS (1938) (TFE BUILDBES); documentary.

LA RELEVE (1938) [THE RELIEF); documentary.

EAU -VIVE (1938) (SPRING WATER); documentary.

ARTERES DE .FRAITCE (1939) (ARTERIES OF FRANCE); documontary.

LE TEMPESTAIRE-(1947) .[THE STORM); :drama, with non-actors-and ..

-oxtenalve location shooting, used "slot sound."

LES FLUX -DE LA NER(1948) [THE FIRES.OF,THE.SEA);.-drama, sath
non-actors and location shooting.


